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à¸‹à¸·à¹‰à¸ Novalogic Classics Volume One: Machines of War, 1998, ISBN 0-313-13088-7. , ISBN0-312-13080-5. Novalogue
Classics: The Machines Of War, 2001, ISSN 0363-9506. On release, the film received mostly positive reviews.Reviewers wrote

that Marco was "a wonderful newcomer" who "will now give his unique comic-book arsenal for everybody", and that despite
having "the star quality of a good badass" he "didn't quite manage to master a high- five well enough". In his review, William R.
Engel of the "Chicago Sun-Times" enjoyed the film but criticized its concept and "the melodrama". In his opinion, "the attempt
to camouflage'sexism' [...] is done recklessly, because in the end the feminist character is a stronger warrior who defeated the
bad guys in her overture to the audience". Samuel P. Huntington of "Newsweek" wrote that even "Callie O's well-contained,

sympathetic storyline" was plagued by the "ridiculous" "legend"-driven characters. In the wake of the cancellation of the film,
Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times also found the treatment of the female characters in the film "ridin' smarter than its

conception". The film's performances were also positive, particularly those of Marco Polo, Bhaskar and Maharani. However, in
his review of the Chhattisgarh video film "The Dog of Love", Richard Brody of "New York Daily News" found the lack of

action-driver performances "depressing", because of the heritage of the channel's audience. The book received mixed reviews,
with reviewers generally praising the ease of viewing and the film's history. Critics liked the "good-weather climax" as well as

the film titles, although they were generally criticized for being "dusty". A revie
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